Fuse에서 Modern Feature
Cross Platform Application 개발하기
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- About Me
- What is Fuse?
- Babel ... What is ...?
- How to connect?
- Demo
Fuse 에서
Modern JS Feature로
Cross Platform Application 만들기
어 뭐게?
the UX tool suite
for app designers and developers
Designer & Developer Collaboration

Real-time preview
Outputs native code
Hardware accelerated
Native UIs
Sketch import

```
var Observable = require("FuseJS/Observable");

var data = Observable();

fetch('http://az664292.vo.msecnd.net/files/P6FteBeij9A7jTXL-edgenavresponse.json')
.then(function(response) { return response.json(); })
.then(function(responseObject) { data.value = responseObject; });

module.exports = {
    data: data
};
```
<Panel Margin="7,5,5,5" Height="32" Width="32" HitTestMode="LocalBounds">
  <Clicked>
    <Set EdgeNavigator.Active="menu" />
  </Clicked>
  <Rectangle ux:Name="topRectangle" Height="2" Width="26" Fill="#000">
    <Translation Y="-9" ux:Name="topMenuTranslation"/>
    <Rotation ux:Name="topMenuRotation"/>
  </Rectangle>
  <Rectangle ux:Name="middleRectangle" Height="2" Width="26" Fill="#000"/>
  <Rectangle ux:Name="bottomRectangle" Height="2" Width="26" Fill="#000">
    <Translation Y="9" ux:Name="bottomMenuTranslation"/>
    <Rotation ux:Name="bottomMenuRotation"/>
  </Rectangle>
  var Observable = require("FuseJS/Observable");

  var data = Observable();

  fetch('http://az664292.vo.msecnd.net/files/P6FteBeij9A7jTXL-edgenavresponse.json')
    .then(function(response) { return response.json(); })
    .then(function(responseObject) { data.value = responseObject; });

  module.exports = {
    data: data
  };
</Panel>
New James Bond spoof is hit-and-miss

'Generic Spy Movie' gets a few things right and one major thing wrong: Melissa Powers would have made a perfect supervillain. Imagine what she would do to any escapists who get in her way: 'The lucky ones would get fed to the sharks with flickin' laser beams on their heads.'
Support only ES5 ...
되면 한다
Use next generation JavaScript, today
☑ Array comprehensions
☑ Arrow functions
☑ Async functions
☑ Async generator functions
☑ Classes
☑ Class properties
☑ Computed property names
☑ Constants
☑ Decorators
☑ Default parameters
☑ Destructuring
☑ Exponentiation operator
☑ For-of
☑ Function bind

☑ Generators
☑ Generator comprehensions
☑ Let scoping
☑ Modules
☑ Module export extensions
☑ Object rest/spread
☑ Property method assignment
☑ Property name shorthand
☑ Rest parameters
☑ React
☑ Spread
☑ Template literals
☑ Type annotations
☑ Unicode regex
이제 뭐하니다
어떻게 하느냐?
sudo npm install -g babel

var Observable = require("FuseJS/Observable");
var data = Observable();
  return response.json();
}).then(function (responseObj) {
  data.value = responseObj;
});
module.exports = { data: data };
하지만

우리는 개발자

말로만 들어선 믿을 수 없어요

그래서 준비했습니다
Demo

Salem Witch Takes World-Famous Warlock To Court
A witch—a real witch (from Salem and everything)—is asking the courts to do what a bubbling cauldron full of nightshade and eye of newt apparently cannot: keep a dastardly warlock from allegedly harassing her.
Tue, 27 Oct 2015 21:01:02 -0700

What To Read On The SXSW Germergate Meltdown
Two SXSW panels cancelled, two media companies withdrawing their participation. Just what the heck is going on? Here, a timeline of events.
Tue, 27 Oct 2015 15:21:01 -0700

Watch The Royals Hit An In-The-Park Home Run On First Pitch In World Series
Royals leadoff hitter and shortstop Alcides Escobar didn't waste any time after a Mets error in the outfield.
Tue, 27 Oct 2015 17:04:25 -0700
www.fusetools.com
babeljs.io
github.com/noircynical/soscon_demoproject
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